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FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, AN ALBUM BY A
MIDDLE EASTERN ARTIST HAS HIT #1 in
THE BILLBOARD.COM CLASSICAL CHARTS
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FOR THE SECOND TIME, UNTOLD HAS HIT #1 IN
THE BILLBOARD.COM CLASSICAL CHARTS
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How an Iranian musician took ancient
Persian poetry to the top of the U.S. charts
!

FEATURED ON THE FRONT PAGE OF CNN'S INSIDE THE MIDDLE EAST

By Gena Somra , for CNN!
July 14, 2014 -- Updated 0541 GMT (1341 HKT) !

!

!

!

!

!

!

CNN.com!

(CNN) -- Arriving in New York City at the age of 19 to study music, Hafez Nazeri knew
he wanted to do big things.!

!

Now, little more than a decade later, the young Iranian classical composer is riding high
with a chart-topping album featuring 38 Grammy Award-winning musicians. "I left Iran
with the hope of maybe one day creating music that can connect with the entire world,
music that can show another dimension of my culture, and my history," Nazeri says. "I
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came to New York with the hopes of integrating two cultures, and creating a new
product that is no longer Eastern or Western."!

!

It appears he is well on his way to accomplishing that goal. Nazeri's debut album,
"Untold: The Rumi Symphony Project," hit number one twice on Billboard's Classical
chart-- a first for an Iranian musician.!

!

"To be number one, this means the world is now listening," Nazeri says. "It is an
amazing honor for me, but I feel like it's not about me alone. The success is for Iran, not
for me."!

!

Growing up in Iran, Nazeri says he was fortunate enough to be part of a family with
strong musical roots.!

!

"I had the opportunity to grow up in a house which was sort of the center for all the great
musicians, poets and philosophers, and musical instruments were my toys," he says.!

!

Nazeri's father Shahram Nazeri, who also performs on the album with his son, is one of
Iran's most beloved and famous classical singers, and Nazeri says, one of his greatest
teachers.!

!

"My father, the tone of his voice, the style of his singing is unique. He broke a lot of
Persian classical singing rules and he created his own style by incorporating Rumi's
poetry in Persian classical music for the first time 40 years ago."!

!
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Rumi, is Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi, the 13th century Sufi mystic, poet and
philosopher, whose works have been translated into many of the world's languages and
whose influence has transcended ethnic and geographical boundaries. Much of Rumi's
poetry focuses on love -- more specifically love for the Divine.!

!

And for Nazeri, like his father before him, that love finds a perfect home in musical
expression.!

!

"I think music is the sound of God, the sound of the universe for me. Music also has the
power to go inside the heart. If you really hear music," says Nazeri. "No matter what it
is, if it touches you, you will love it, no matter what background you are from, or what
religion you practice."!

!

"One of my ultimate goals," he says, " is to make sure that one day Rumi is as popular
as Shakespeare."!

!

And his album is merely the beginning, Nazeri says. Following in his father's footsteps,
he brings not only the essence of Persian culture -- but also Rumi's message to an even
wider audience than ever before.!

!

"I want to create a revolution with music," the young musician says, "with love rather
than hate, or chaos and bloodshed."!

!

"There is another more powerful force in this universe," he continues, "and that force is
love, and it's music. And I would love for that message to be the sound of us in this
modern time."!

!

http://edition.cnn.com/2014/07/14/world/meast/iran-musician-hafeznazeri-rumi-poetry-peace-and-love/index.html
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Musician Hafez Nazeri's journey
from Iran to New York
!

FEATURED ON THE FRONT PAGE OF BBC WORLD NEWS

20 July 2014 Last updated at 01:19 BST

Iranian musician Hafez Nazeri left his country 14 years ago to follow his dream in the
United States.!
The son of acclaimed Iranian singer Shahram Nazeri, he went to New York City to study
composing and conducting classical music.!
In his first album recorded outside of the country, Nazeri mixed Iranian music with
classical Western music, following the path of artists like Yehudi Menuhin and Ravi
Shankar who forged music styles in their Grammy Award-winning 1966 album "West
Meets East".!
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In September, he will return to Iran to perform the new music in his home country for the
first time.!
He spoke to BBC Persian's Sam Farzaneh about his album "Untold" and his musical
journey.!

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-28333811

!
!
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Hafez Nazeri interviewed for BBC
World Service Radio

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0240kzq
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Persia in New
York	

HAFEZ NAZERI	

Selected by Vanity Fair as the:

	


#2 most successful Iranian in 	

New York City.	


!

The son of Iran’s most prominent
classical musician, Shahram Nazeri,
Hafez is a composer who brings East
and West together in hauntingly
beautiful orchestral pieces. His fifth
album, Untold, released by Sony
March 11, was recorded in five
countries with 38 Grammy Awardwinning artists.	


!
By Nancy Jo Sales	

!http://www.vanityfair.com/culture/2014/03/
!

persian-american-artists-filmmakersmusicians_slideshow_
Hafez-Nazeri_2
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Hafez Nazeri Bridges Cultures
and Galaxies on Untold

!
!

By: Richard Gehr

on 05.01.14 in Features!

Hafez Nazeri: Rumi Symphony Project

Iranian composer Hafez Nazeri’s Untold symphony opens with a bang — the Big Bang,
to be precise. The first “cycle” of his ongoing Rumi Symphony Project, Untold is an
attempt to represent the splendor of all creation. Nazeri, who was born in Tehran in
1979, claims to have invested upward of 5,000 studio hours in recording the work,
which premiered in 2009. And Untold‘s opening moments — an all-encompassing cloud
of percussive bass tones that soon give way to a gracefully rambling string ensemble —
testify to an almost obsessive attention to detail.

!

Untold‘s musical aspirations nearly equal its cosmic content.
Steeped in both the improvisatory tradition of his native Iran and Western classical
music’s rich harmonic strictures, Nazeri takes a boundary-crossing approach, balancing
the two and forging a “new sonic universe” altogether. Having lived in New York since
1999, Nazeri pursues a utopian alliance between East and West as well as science and
spirit. The good news is that the results mostly justify Nazeri’s lofty ambitions.

!

It’s no coincidence that Nazeri’s moody opening chords in the “Atomic Peace” section of
Untold‘s “Creation” chapter suggest the sustained double-low C heard in the famous
introduction to Richard Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra. Strauss based that 1896
symphony on a novel by Friedrich Nietzsche, the philosopher best known for his theory
of “eternal return,” which also happens to be the title of Untold‘s fourth and final chapter.
Nazeri also returns to the words of the Sufi poet Rumi as sung by his father, Shahram
Nazeri, who popularized the 13th-century Iranian’s beatific verses by setting them to
music in the 1970s.

!
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Poetry is the cornerstone of Persian culture, and the sound of the voice dominates
Persian classical music. In Untold, the voices of Hafez and his father represent the
human heart of an otherwise uncaring cosmos. Hafez’s yearning, wordless voice
emerges from the void in the “Dark Matter” section, early in the record. But it’s his
father’s stronger, more expressive voice, improvising swooping, hiccupping variations
around Rumi’s verses in the following chapter, “Life,” that is Untold‘s first convincing bid
for greatness. Wailing above a five-voice choir vamping a catchy two-measure phrase,
Shahram embellishes Rumi’s stanzas about flesh as the eternal “baggage” of spirit for
nearly eight marvelous minutes. A string improvisation in the middle of this section
epitomizes the composer’s East-West ideal.

!

There’s another sort of fusion at work here as well. The eponymous third chapter is a
dizzying dialogue between Nazeri, playing a souped-up eight-stringed version of the
traditional six-string Persian lute, and Zakir Hussain, generally acknowledged to be the
world’s preeminent tabla hero. Nazeri designed his instrument himself, and named it the
hafez after the 14th-century Persian poet with whom he shares a name. The racing
music has the feel of an intense improvisation similar to jazz guitarist John McLaughlin
and Zakir Hussain’s Indian-jazz project Shakti.

!

Nazeri juggles his hafez, choruses, tabla, vocal solos and stuttering string arrangements
throughout movements titled “Detachment,” “Unity,” “Wonderment” and “Absolute
Nothingness.” Fortunately, the absolute somethingness of his music offsets these
abstractions. (The choral clouds of “Unity” might even remind you of Pink Floyd’s “Atom
Heart Mother.”) Untold is formally ambitious but musically accessible and specific;
Nazeri waters down neither end of the East-West spectrum.

!

“Eternal Return,” the final chapter of Untold, is performed entirely in the Nava dastagah,
one of the 12 principal modes of the Persian musical system. This chapter’s six
movements combine Eastern percussion (including percussionist Glen Velez’s frame
drum), Hafez’s hafez, and Shahram’s voice with Western strings. The writing is
optimistic, aspiring and often thrilling. Rather than reflecting Nietzsche’s notion of an
eternally recurring Universal Everything, Nazeri’s return announces a homecoming to
the sort of higher consciousness advocated by Rumi.

!

By the time Nazeri embraces Untold‘s final frontier, “Eternity,” he has introduced us to a
sonic world that is neither Western nor Persian nor even the “completely new sound”
promised in his liner notes. While attempting to express the universal, Hafez Nazeri has
succeeded in creating something exquisitely personal. Here’s hoping he returns to it
soon.

!

http://www.wonderingsound.com/feature/hafez-nazeri
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Hafez Nazeri Is Bringing Rumi's
Words To Life
(And Fighting For World Peace)
Posted: 04/09/2014 3:10 pm EDT Updated: 04/11/2014 9:59 am EDT

!
For nearly 800 years, the mystical Sufi poet Rumi's profound and empowering
wisdom has inspired countless seekers, both within the Sufi tradition and
beyond, with his timeless message of peace, personal transformation and inner
wisdom. Following Rumi's timeless words and his own love of the mystical poet,
the Iranian composer, vocalist and instrumentalist Hafez Nazeri is bringing the
poet's timeless philosophy to both Eastern and Western audiences through a
large-scale musical project inspired by Sufi wisdom.
Released last month by Sony Classical, Nazeri's album Untold is the first
installment of the musician's ongoing Rumi Symphony Project, his long-running
effort to "cross cultural boundaries through a new, universal blending of Eastern
and Western classical music." The ambitious new album features 38 Grammy
award-winning musicians, and took nearly 5,000 studio hours in five countries to
complete -- and debuted at No. 1 on Billboard's Traditional Classical Albums
chart.
"Untold is not just an album, it's all of my ideas in one single recording," Nazeri
tells The Huffington Post. "It's the result of nearly 13 years of my life."
The seeds of Nazeri's magnum opus were planted early in life. His own father, the
celebrated Persian vocalist Shahram Nazeri (who contributed vocals to Untold),
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was the first musician to ever set Rumi's poetry to music. Nazeri followed in his
father's footsteps from an early age, growing up in a household full of Rumi's
poetry and Sufi philosophy and letting those influences inspire his work.
"I've grown up in a house where Rumi played a significant role," says Nazeri. "I
come from a Kurdish family, and my father and family had loved Rumi and
practiced Sufism for many years. Rumi was a very significant part of my life since
I was three years old."
Nazeri was exposed to many different types of music through his father, and grew
up teaching classical music to his fathers' students. He was deeply moved from an
early age by Iranian music of the 14th and 15th century, and of course, by the
words of Rumi.
Rumi's philosophy shows us the path to reach God inside each of ourselves,
Nazeri explains, helping us "to find the true nature of our existence and being by
awakening our consciousness." Rumi's poetry also focuses on an inner journey to
finding love -- as the poet once famously wrote, “Your task is not to seek for love,
but merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself that you have built
against it.”
Rumi is the most-quoted and cross-culturally celebrated representative of Sufism
-- the mystical dimension of Islam that focuses on inner experience and personal
transformation over ritual, tradition and dogma -- which emphasizes the power
of music and views creative expression and aesthetic experience as a path to
awakening the spirit.
Armed with a love of Rumi's poetry and years of musical training, Nazeri moved
from Tehran to New York, and has played sold-out shows across the U.S.,
including a critically acclaimed performance at Carnegie Hall in 2009. Inspired
by his new surroundings, he began to weave more Western themes and
composition elements into his work.
Having developed a unique style of harmony and orchestration, Nazeri's work is
characterized by a melding traditional Iranian music with the complexity of
modern Western classical music into a new and undefined genre of music. "This
product is no longer Western nor Eastern -- it is a balance of them both," says
Nazeri.
Creating a musical product that balances these opposing inspirations has been
his biggest creative challenge, says Nazeri. But his goal with the Rumi Symphony
Project and his career as a whole transcends the creative -- after witnessing years
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of political conflict in his home country, Nazeri hopes that his musical melding of
East and West will help to ease tensions between Iran and the West.
"Our country has contributed to the evolution of philosophy, music and literature
for many many hundreds of years in a very impactful way," says Nazeri. "But it
has also been misinterpreted by the world through a lack of communication.... I
hope that one day I will have the honor to represent the reality of my beautiful
country and culture through the resonance of my music."
With a growing presence in the U.S., Nazeri is doing just that. The virtuoso joined
forces with Deepak Chopra last year, who was inspired by his project and became
a supporter. Chopra translated Rumi's poems for Nazeri's recording and wrote an
introduction to Untold. Later this year, Chopra will join Nazeri for a Los Angeles
concert to celebrate Rumi's universal message of peace, love and unity.
"We are living at a time where there is no map anymore and no boundaries," says
Nazeri. "We are all becoming part of the same map through the Internet and
social media. We really have to be more understanding of one another and music
can have a really big role in doing that.”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/04/09/hafeznazeri_n_4994095.html
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MEET THE IRANIAN MUSICIAN TOPPING U.S.
CHARTS WITH CLASSIC PERSIAN POETRY

By Staff writer | Al Arabiya News
Thursday, 17 July 2014

!

Meet Hafez Nazeri, an Iranian classical composer who is taking the American
charts by storm with a new album featuring 38 Grammy Award-winning
musicians.
What’s the twist? Nazeri, who moved to New York when he was 19, draws
inspiration for his chart-topping work from 13th Century Persian poet and
philosopher Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi.
Nazeri’s debut album, “Untold: The Rumi Symphony Project,” made it to number
one twice on the Billboard’s Classical chart since its release in March.
In an interview with CNN, Nazeri said “I want to create a revolution with music,
with love rather than hate, or chaos and bloodshed.
“I came to New York with the hopes of integrating two cultures, and creating a
new product that is no longer Eastern or Western,” he added.
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He then won the UCLA creativity award for most distinguished young composer
and the Irvine City Hall Award of Distinction in Kurdish music.
Nazeri was raised in Iran and partly credits his success to his upbringing. “I had
the opportunity to grow up in a house which was sort of the center for all the
great musicians, poets and philosophers, and musical instruments were my
toys,” he told CNN.
He names his father Shahram Nazeri, who features on his album, as one of his
teachers as “he broke a lot of Persian classical singing rules and he created his
own style by incorporating Rumi’s poetry in Persian classical music for the first
time 40 years ago.”
Much of Rumi’s poetry focuses on love, especially love for the Divine. This is a
sentiment shared by Hafez; “I think music is the sound of God, the sound of the
universe for me. Music also has the power to go inside the heart. If you really
hear music, no matter what it is, if it touches you, you will love it, no matter what
background you are from, or what religion you practice.
“One of my ultimate goals is to make sure that one day Rumi is as popular as
Shakespeare.”

http://hafeznazeri.us3.list-manage2.com/track/click?
u=2ed21edf162e0a58e25f7e57c&id=6a04c67528&e=8fcbf38953
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Hafez Nazeri’s ‘Untold’ Crosses
Cultural Boundaries	

Posted in News on March 4, 2014



	

The internationally acclaimed Rumi Symphony Project, by Iranian composer Hafez Nazeri, was
created to cross cultural boundaries by integrating Western and Eastern classical music into a new
and universal harmony. Inspired by the messages of love and unity by the poet and philosopher
Rumi, this groundbreaking project features Nazeri’s legendary father, Shahram Nazeri, dubbed the
“Pavarotti of Iran” by the New York Times, along with Deepak Chopra, who has greatly impacted
and influenced cultures with his wisdom and insights. These revolutionaries will be accompanied by
an eclectic ensemble selected from some of the most renowned and influential performers from the
East and West in the Symphony’s 2014 World Tour. BMI spoke to Nazeri about the tour and the
Sony Classical release of the first cycle of the Rumi Symphony, Untold.	

Tell us about developing the Rumi Symphony project.
RSP is my ongoing project in the form of different cycles over the years that aspires to
cross cultural boundaries through a new universal blending of Eastern and Western
classical music. A music, that while keeping the integrity of its ancient Eastern
derivation, melds with the complexity of modern Western harmony and orchestration into
a new and yet undefined genre of music. The result is no longer one nor the other, but
instead a balance of both. This is what I believe has been the main challenge for most of
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the cross-cultural projects in the past, because generally one culture will dominate over
the other.	

One could think of the Rumi Symphony as a child who has an Eastern father and a
Western mother. This child would no longer represent either culture, but would be a new
identity all its own with an indivisible essence of both. The title of this project is also a
symbol for this communion between world cultures. Symphony, which comes from the
word “symphony” meaning “musical harmony,” represents the West, and Rumi, who is
an iconic mystic Persian poet, represents the East.	

What inspired you about the poet and philosopher Rumi?
Rumi is a mystic Persian poet, philosopher and spiritual visionary from the thirteenth
century. The word of Rumi aspires to show us the path to reaching the true god inside of
ourselves and the true nature of our being, by awakening our consciousness. What really
fascinates me the most about Rumi is how the words of a man who had passed his vision
to us over 800 years ago are still so profound and advanced for us to fully grasp even
today. When incorporating the poetry of Rumi into my project, I never wanted to simply
use the words of Rumi’s poetry in a lyrical manner, but instead wanted to communicate
the ideology and the message of love and unity behind his poetry into my music.	

What dimension does the legendary Deepak Chopra add to this project?
My connection with him is very magical. I feel that he is like a family member to me. We
met the first time only for nearly 12 minutes; those 12 minutes felt like 12 lifetimes. I
shared some of my ideas and he loved them and he agreed to be a part of this journey.
Since then, everyday he has become more and more of a connection of my soul, as we
both hope to take human consciousness to a different awaking. I mean, he has been doing
this for years and I hope my music can do the same. I am so delighted and honored that
he is next to me.	

How did you go about integrating Western and Eastern classical music?
I have explained a bit of that on the description of Rumi Symphony, but within the
compositions of this recording I have attempted to take traditional Persian music, which
is close to the music of the 14th or 15th centuries in the Western world, and transport it
into the 20th century by incorporating a variety of modulations, dissonant harmony
and chromaticism. These modulations and harmonies are only found within Western
Classical music and are not seen in music of Eastern tradition.	

What are the differences between the two sonically and how did you weave them
together?
Eastern music is mostly monophonic and more of an improvisation and soloistic
stylization. In our culture, our music is basically a means to reach God. Although Western
classical music is polyphonic and rooted mostly in its harmony and orchestration, I think
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the main challenge in the balance of these two, and the central difference between them is
the concept of harmony. Trying to infuse harmony into Eastern music in a way that
doesn’t infringe upon its true nature and feeling is the main key to success here.	

My goal has always been to find a true balance when integrating the two by fusing the
similar musical elements of each in a mannerism that creates my own sense of harmony.
So I could say my approach is very personal and hard to explain. I am just expressing the
vibrations of my soul and the sounds that I am hearing from the universe into music.	

What do you hope will be the reaction to your music as you play in concert halls
across very different cultures?
In the past, it has always been received very well. Music is a universal language, an
audible vibration of our souls, so no matter what language, what music, it would always
find its way to peoples’ hearts. If there is a powerful and innovative message behind it,
then it’s even better because it can take the evolution of our mind and imagination of our
society to a new height, and Untold hopes to present the true essence of that evolution.	

What’s it like working with your father, Shahram Nazeri? How has he influenced
your career and your ambitions?
It’s a great honor working with him; he has taught me to be different, to be unique and
have my own signature in everything I do, as to not be asleep, but instead chisel my own
path. I feel that I am a very privileged musician who always had the chance to be among
the greatest artists. Even for my recording, Untold, I had the honor to involve 38 Grammy
award-winning individuals who all have helped me to bring to this epic that which is yet
untold to life.	

Tell us about your album Untold. What does the name signify?
Untold is the first cycle of my Rumi Symphony Project and portrays the story of our
universe from the dawn of time until the very end, through my eyes. It is composed of
four distinct chapters that represent the cycles of our existence, and our journey through
the seven stages of enlightenment. Over the course of four years, it has taken me 5,000
hours and traveling to 5 different countries to complete this epic. 	

What makes Untold significant and unique is that it is among very few recordings in our
time that introduces an innovation and change in all the three major components of
music: vocals, composition and orchestration, all at the same time and in one single
recording.	

http://www.bmi.com/news/entry/
hafez_nazeris_untold_crosses_cultural_boundaries
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This Iranian composer makes a new kind
of music that's neither East nor West
!

PRI's The World
Producer Shirin Jaafari
March 12, 2014 · 6:30 PM EDT

Iranian musician Hafez Nazeri has been shaking up traditional Persian music for years. Take,
for example, his latest album called "Untold," in which he says he wants to make a completely
new "creature."
"I've taken the similar musical elements and integrated them from those common points —
so the result is not eastern or western. It's this new creature. It's like an eastern man marries a
Western woman and their child is not eastern or western, but has its own identity," Nazeri
says.
Nazeri says most cross-cultural projects lack balance and that often times when eastern and
western music mix, one dominates the other.
He wants to change that and one way he has done that is by limiting the words he uses.
That's apparent in in his latest album, titled "Untold."
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"[My goal was] to create a music that you can't really define that music by its language. It's
mostly the harmony, the rhythm and the sound that's going to communicate with the listener
rather than the words," he says.
Besides composing, Nazeri is also a vocalist. He takes a traditional Persian vocal technique,
called "tahrir," and transform it into a new form. Nazeri insists that he is not taking traditional
Persian techniques and fusing them with Western music. He says he is transforming it.
"If you completely delete the Western aspect [of my music] and play that for an Iranian, they
will say this is new," he says.
Classical Persian music is very conservative, Nazeri says, and students strictly follow the their
instructors. That's why his new music raised eyebrows in Iran.
But that runs in the family.
Nazeri's father, Shahram Nazeri, who is one of the greatest traditional singers, took a diﬀerent
path than his teachers 45 years ago.
"He broke the tradition and created his own new style and up to this day, people still criticize
him," Nazeri says.
Nazeri grew up listening to traditional music as well as playing it. He began taking voice
lessons at 3 and by the age of 9, he started playing alongside his father.
He says he's not yet sure how Iranians will react to his latest album. It's scheduled to be
released in Iran in a couple of days.
But he does mention a recent press conference: "The great masters of Persian classical music
were there and we played seven minutes of this music and they were all very surprised. They
didn't know what they were listening to," he says.
And that's the goal for Nazeri: to make a "musical creature" no one has heard before.

http://www.pri.org/stories/2014-03-12/iranian-composer-makes-newkind-music-thats-neither-east-nor-west
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Superb and Masterful Hafez Nazeri
BY TJNELSON – MARCH 29, 2014

!
!

There are music critics
out there that sit back
stone faced like some
disinterested Roman
emperors willing to
offer a tepid thumb up
or down. I am not one
of those critics. No, I
want to be dazzled,
overwhelmed, awed
and surprised. I want to
grab the arm of the
person next to me and
shake him. As I had no
person next to me as I
listened to Hafez
Nazeri’s Rumi
Symphony Project
Cycle 1 Untold, out on
the Sony Classical
label, I can report that
the cat left supremely
annoyed. Words like masterful or brilliant are pale expressions to describe Iranian
composer, vocalist, musician and instrument inventor Hafez Nazeri’s Untold, an ongoing
project that seeks to musically draw a map of our world and humanity though the poetry
and philosophy of the 13th century Persian poet Rumi.	

Mr. Nazeri notes, “This album has been an extremely challenging project and has created
quite the learning curve for all involved to say the least. I wanted to forge a unique and
enduring new direction in music that will bridge all of our world divisions and unify us
under a new and universal type of music. A lofty goal, I know, but one that’s driven me to
leave my beloved home country and reinvent myself and my work over the past decade.”	
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Mr. Nazeri doesn’t placate the listener, choosing instead to unapologetically hurl the
listener headlong into a musical space that straddles the strictures of classical and modern
and the traditions of East and West, entwining the elements to construct a sound that
captures the beginning of time in the cosmos, the emergence of earth, the rise of life and
the path to spirituality and enlightenment.	

Casting a wide web, Mr. Nazeri packs the soundscape of Unfold with the Rumi
Symphony Orchestra and guest artists viola player Paul Newbauer, cellists Matt
Haimovitz and Johannes Moser, tabla and udu drummer Zakir Hussain, frame drummer
Glen Velez and special guest Iran’s Nightingale and Mr. Nazeri’s father, composer and
vocalist Shahram Nazeri. Mr. Hafez Nazeri adds his own vocals, percussion and his
version of the setar the hafez to his deliciously rich compositions.	

Supporter, transcriber of the Rumi poetry in the liner notes and well-known author
Deepak Chopra adds his impression of Mr. Nazeri’s music this way, “I think this music
has the capacity to totally transform our consciousness, literally cause a mutation in our
consciousness and as that shifts everything shifts: the way we think, the way we behave,
the way we speak to each other and the way we interact with the world.”	

Divided into chapters “Creation,” “Existence,” “Untold” and “Eternal Return,” Untold
takes the listener on a spectacular journey that unfolds with spare string lines on “Atomic
Peace” before giving way the mystery of “Dark Matter” that is punctuated by the
spectacular vocals by Mr. Nazeri.	

The spare sweetness of the opening of “Life” transforms as the elder Mr. Nazeri takes
over the vocals and the track turns plaintively languid. Unfold just gets better and better
with additions of choral group and orchestra on such tracks as “The Quest.” Tabla work
by Mr. Hussain against setar on “Love” shouldn’t be missed. “Unity” is richly worked
and the vocals prove to be breathtaking. “Dance of the Galaxies,” “Freedom” and the
elegant “Eternity” are just as astonishing.	

Untold is by turns boldly brazen, finely intimate and wrenchingly visceral in its tightrope
walk between East and West. It is savagely superb and masterful.	


http://worldmusiccentral.org/2014/03/29/superb-and-masterfulhafez-nazeri/
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Hafez Nazeri’s Rumi
Symphony Project

!

!

April 23, 2014. 12:16 pm • Section: Entertainment, Events, Music

Posted by: Stuart Derdeyn

!

Hafez Nazeri’s latest album is the culmination of a lifetime of musical education and
performance.
The 35 year-old Iranian composer’s Untold – Rumi Symphony Project – Cycle 1 is a star
studded release on Sony Classical which brings together some of the world’s leading
Persian musicians as well as Indian tabla master Zakir Hussain, Deepak Chopra and
legendary singer, and Hafez’s father, Shahram Nazeri.
“Back when I was still living in Iran, I began to think about taking Persian classical
music, which has remained unchanged for millennia – and approach it a new way,
bringing in harmony and more Western classical influence,” says Hafez Nazeri, “I came
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to New York to study Western composing and began working on the Rumi Symphony
Project in 2005.”
A skilled setar, tanbour (stringed instruments) and daf (Persian frame drum) player,
Hafez continued touring and performing. Often accompanying his famous vocalist
father. He never stopped laboring away at Untold, which he wanted to be a spiritually
moving work.
The Rumi Ensemble which he had formed also often performed across the U.S.,
introducing pieces as they came about.
“It is not a symphony about Rumi, the renowned poet, theologian and Sufi master, but
more a work deeply influenced by his writings,” he says. “It took over five years and
5,000 hours of studio time to put together. There are 38 Grammy Award-winners on the
recording which is epic. Thanks to Sony for having the patience.”
The album hit No. 1 in the Billboard Classical charts and has received mostly positive
reviews, particularly for the second chapter, Existence/Life.
“I think in many ways that is my most favourite section so far because I went from modal
harmonies to Persian singing to a 20 minutes of vocals with no words and just pure
emotion,” he says. “Then it gets into even modern dissonance, so you have three
different major artistic movements in one piece.”
Nazeri is deeply committed to the classical sounds of both his country of origin and his
adopted homeland, but feels strongly that now is the time when music should be
expanding its boundaries and bringing more ears to the session.
Taking his inspiration from the 13th Century scribe who is said to be the most popular
poet in not only Iran but in the U.S. as well, Hafez Nazeri hopes that his works will prove
as enduring and inspirational.

http://blogs.theprovince.com/2014/04/23/hafez-nazeris-rumisymphony-project/

!
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Composer-musician-vocalist Hafez Nazeri˝
The young Iranian-born composer, multi-instrumentalist and vocalist talks about his
pioneering and innovative music.

!

Hafez Nazeri is Iran's most influential and innovative new composer-vocalist and credited with
introducing Persian/Sufi music to the Western world. He began performing with his father,
legendary musician Shahram Nazeri, at music festivals in Europe and the Middle East at age
nine. At age 21, in a search for new artistic ground, he studied Western classical music in New
York and has gone on to perform sold-out concerts at the world's most prestigious concert halls,
including Carnegie Hall and the Royal Albert Hall. Nazeri's much-anticipated major label debut,
"Rumi Symphony Project Cycle I: Untold"—which took more than 5,000 studio hours in five
countries to complete—was released worldwide this year.!

!

watch now at:
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/tavissmiley/interviews/hafez-nazeri/

!
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East meets west in Hafez Nazeri’s

Untold
by ALEXANDER VARTY on APR 23, 2014 at 12:54 PM

!

!

BLAME IT ON Easter. After one short week at the head of Billboard’s classical
charts, Hafez Nazeri’s Rumi Symphony Project: Untold has been knocked back to
number five, with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir’s He Is Risen capturing the top
spot. Nonetheless, it’s miraculous that an album combining contemporary choral
music with Iranian art song should rise so far—and telling that Nazeri’s surprise
hit is the culmination of a lifetime’s work.
“It took me nearly 20 years,” the 34-year-old Nazeri explains, speaking in lightly
accented English from his New York City home. “Through Untold, I’ve created
my own universe. It has everything; it has my childhood, the way I grew up.…it’s
a combination of so many things that finally came together at the end.”
Some aspects of Untold find Nazeri paying homage to his musical roots and
genetic heritage. He’s the son of the celebrated Persian singer Shahram Nazeri,
one of the Rumi Symphony Project’s principal soloists, and grew up surrounded
by music. “By the age of four or five I completely knew the Persian repertoire,” he
says. “And when I was nine years old I started playing percussion instruments as
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well, so I had a very good perspective on Persian singing, the Persian
instrumental repertoire because I played setar, and I also learned this percussion
instrument, daf, which gave me a very good perspective about rhythm. I had all of
this with me as I was growing up, and finally, before I left Iran when I was 18
years old, I created a small band and basically brought western harmony to an
ensemble of three melodic instruments.”
The rise of Nazeri’s innovative Rumi Ensemble coincided with the loosening of
restrictions on musical performance: at its peak, the band could pack stadiums
with its youthful take on an ancient tradition. But its leader wanted more. He was
already conceptualizing an unprecedented fusion of western harmony and Middle
Eastern melody, and knew that in order to make it work he’d have to learn
classical music from the inside. Enrolling in Manhattan’s Mannes College, he
continued to play Persian music while earning degrees in composition and
conducting. Untold, in a sense, is his master’s thesis.
Nazeri is not, of course, the first to hybridize eastern and western forms, but
Untold is certainly one of the most satisfying attempts of its kind.
“We have seen a lot of integration of western and eastern musical concepts, and
in my opinion 99 percent of these projects are not successful, because whenever
two cultures come together, always one culture dominates the other one,” he says.
“So my main goal with the Rumi Symphony Project has been to create a balance.”
Still to come, for Vancouver at least, is a full orchestral performance of Untold;
economics dictate that, for now, Nazeri is touring with a scaled-back band of
violin, viola, cello, and two percussionists. Both Nazeri and his father will sing,
and the younger musician adds his own hafez, an updated version of the setar
that he’s made more guitarlike with the addition of extra strings. The smaller
group’s sound won’t have the heft of Nazeri’s impressive recording—but the spirit
of his expansive vision should come through intact.
http://www.straight.com/music/632336/east-meets-west-hafeznazeris-untold
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Music Review: Hafez Nazeri – ‘Untold:
The Rumi Symphony Project’	

Posted by: Richard Marcus 	

March 30, 2014 in Album Reviews, Classical, Folk, Music, Music Genres, Reviews music, Top Stories, World	


Ever since the first of their three West Meets East collaborations was released in 1966,
many other musicians from both East and West have attempted to follow in the footsteps
of violinist Yehudi
Menuhin and sitar
virtuoso Ravi
Shankar’s attempt
to find common
ground between the
two musical
traditions. While
there’s no question
the results have
always been
intriguing none of
them have found a
way to merge the
two with any real
success. Usually the
results have been
the superimposing
of one over the
other with either
switching to
conform to the
harmonics and
rhythmic patterns of
the other.	


!

If one were to think of it in terms of linguistics, it would be the equivalent of trying to
merge Farsi or Hindi with English or German and creating a language with enough
elements in common speakers of the original languages would be able to understand the
new tongue. This is what classical Persian composer, Iranian Hafez Nazeri has attempted
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to accomplish with his latest composition, Untold: The Rumi Symphony Project. The new
work, released on the Sony Masterworks label reflects the poetry of the 13th century Sufi
mystic and poet Jalal as-Din Muhammad Balkhi, better known as Rumi in the West, as
his inspiration for the music and the themes it expresses. To accompany the new release,
Nazeri is also touring North American concert halls throughout March and April.	


!

While the choice of a medieval Persian mystic’s poetry might seem an odd one to serve
as a bridge between Western and Eastern classical traditions, it’s important to remember
some of the most awe-inspiring classical music in European history have been spiritual
works. Beethoven, Mozart, Brahms, Bach, and many others all wrote pieces glorifying
spiritual love in much the same vein as Rumi’s poetry. If you think, well one is Muslim
while the others are Christian, the following Rumi quote included in the liner notes show
you the poet didn’t make that distinction, so maybe we shouldn’t: “We dance behind
veils/Muslim, Christian, Jew are the masks we wear/in truth, we are not here/This is our
shadow dance.”	


!

However, even with the establishment of thematic common ground Nazeri still had to
find a way of blending the musics of two cultures with vastly different histories and
means of expression. Aside from undertaking an extensive study of European classical
music, he also took the extraordinary step of modifying a traditional Persian stringed
instrument, the setar, to work as the bridge between the two forms. Working with Iranian
luthiers, and 40 prototypes later, he added two strings to the lute like instrument to
increase its range and allow it to play both polyphonic sounds and harmonies, two
integral elements of Western classical music lacking in its Persian counterpart. He named
the new instrument after another great 13th century poet, the man he was named for,
Hafez.	


!

The setar has always been a key element in Persian music with its distinctive sound being
central to most classical pieces. The modifications Nazeri introduced to the instrument
have done nothing to change the way it sounds, but has expanded its abilities. Instead of
being a solo instrument, it can now played in concert with others and be part of a larger
ensemble. In the case of this piece that consists of cello, violin, viola, tabla, udu drum,
frame drums (hand held drums), choir and solo voice.	


!

Untold is divided up into four chapters with each of the chapters: “Creation”,
“Existence”, “Untold”, and “Eternal Return” representing a different aspect of the
spiritual history of life on both a cosmic and human level. According to Nazeri’s liner
notes the first and second chapter deal with first the creation of the universe and life
respectively. The third chapter deals with the steps humans take on the road to spiritual
enlightenment while the fourth is about the possibility of exploring new horizons and
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finding the means to combine traditions in order to create a “new consciousness, a new
experience of self-identity, a new whole that is larger than the sum of the parts.” (Hafez
Nazeri)	


!

As to the music itself, I don’t have sufficient knowledge of Persian classical music to
comment on how successful Nazeri has been in bringing about its union with its
European counterpart except in the broadest of generalities. What I did notice and
appreciate was how he has managed to keep both their unique voices alive instead of
allowing one to drown out the other. Take for example the use of the string section, (cello,
violin and viola) when accompanying the work of both Nazeri and his father, the world
renowned Iranian tenor Sharam Nazeri, as solo vocalists. Instead of their voices being
alone in carrying the melody with the instruments providing a rhythmic counterpoint,
they, and the hafez, play either harmony or melodic support.	


!

Improvisation around specific themes has always played a major role in the music of
South East Asia. We are probably most familiar with this as it is practiced in the classical
music of India where the sitar plays ragas which are improvisations based on a set of
previously determined notes in a specific scale. (That’s a very simplistic way of
describing what is an incredibly complicated process that can take years to master)
Allowing the Western stringed instruments to improvise in the midpoint of Chapter Two,
“Existence”, is a daring move which preserves the form of its Asian heritage while
utilizing the sounds of instruments familiar to Western ears.	


!

In the classical music we’re most familiar with, percussion hardly ever plays more than a
supporting role. Except in very specific instances, we hardly ever notice kettle drums and
similar instruments amidst the massed strings, brass and woodwind instruments of an
orchestral or chamber piece. The same cannot be said for Eastern music, where
instruments like the tabla play a prominent role. Normally, a tabla player works within
certain pre-existing parameters to provide the rhythmic accompaniment for either voice
or instrument. However, in this piece, the tabla plays a mixture of melody and rhythm
with added textures being supplied by both the cello and the hafez resulting in a collage
of sounds both beautiful and astounding.	


!

However, technical details like those described above, fade into the background as one
listens to the results created by Nazeri and his fellow musicians. The true mark of his
success is how quickly you forget about the different styles and instruments and how
easily you’re captivated by the music. From Shahram Nazeri’s stirring voice in the
second and fourth chapters, the intricate and beautiful instrumental magic provided by all
the musicians, to the choral accompaniment at various points throughout, Untold: The
Rumi Symphony Project is a constant source of awe and wonder.	
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There’s no way of knowing how it will resonate with specific individuals on a spiritual
level, but emotionally is a different matter. You’d have to have ice in your veins and a
heart of stone not to be moved while listening to this music. Without a doubt this is one
of the most beautiful pieces of music I’ve heard in a long time. Hopefully this marks the
beginning of a brand new musical tradition, one with the ability to move audiences no
matter what their religion, cultural or ethnic background.	


!

http://blogcritics.org/music-review-hafez-nazeri-untold-the-rumisymphony-project/2/
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Hafez featured on the cover of the most circulated
Iranian-American publication in the United States.
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http://www.thestar.com/entertainment/2011/09/06/
iranian_sounds_get_tuneup_for_today.html
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Shahram Nazeri, and Deepak Chopra receiving the
"Record Breaking Performance" recognition from
A.E.G. Live after their great performance at the
Nokia Theater in L.A. on March 29th, 2014, the
largest Classical Iranian concert in the U.S..
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